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Significance of Group Delay Functions in
Signal Reconstruction from Spectral
Magnitude or Phase
B. YEGNANARAYANA, D. K. SAIKIA, AND T. R. KRISHNAN

Abstract-In this paper we discuss the problem of signal reconstruc- phase (or magnitude) is retrieved gradually by imposing approtion from spectral magnitude or phase using group delay functions. We priate conditions in the time domain, and the known
magnidefine two separate group delay functions for a signal, one is derived
tude (orphase) in the frequency domain in
successive iterafrom the magnitude and the other from the phase of the Fourier transtions. This technique has been extended to the reconstruction
form of the signal. The group delay functions offer insight into the
of a two-dimensional picture signal from its phase [ 11 , [3] .
problem of signal reconstruction and suggest methods for reconstructing signals from partial information suchas spectral magnitude orphase. The results of these
and other studies alongthese lines have
We examine the problem of signal reconstruction from spectral magni- been used to justify the importance of phase information in
tude or phase o n the basis of these two group delay functions and designals [4] .
rive the conditions forsignal reconstruction. Based on existing iterative
In the above studies, the conditions for signal reconstruction
and nonilerative algorithms for signal reconstruction, we propose new
algorithms for some special classes of signals. The algorithms are illus- were derived in terms of the z transform of the signal. In this
trated with several examples. Our study shows that the relative impor- paper, these conditions are
rederived using group delay functance of spectral magnitude and phase depends on the nature
of signals. tions obtained separately from spectral magnitude and
phase
Speech signals are used to illustrate the importance of spectral magni- functions. The duality in the conditions for signal reconstructude and picturesignals are used to illustrate the importance of phase in
signal reconstructionproblems. Using thegroup delayfunctions, we tion from spectral magnitude and phase is brought forth using
explain the convergence behavior of the existing iterative algorithms for these group delay functions which play a unifying role for the
tworeconstruction problems. We alsodevelop noniterative
signal reconstruction.

I. INTRODUCTION
N general the Fourier transform representation of a signal is
complete only when both the spectral magnitude and phase
arespecified.However,therearecertainconditions
under
which a signal canbe completely specified (to within a time
shift) by the magnitude of its Fourier transform, or (towithin
a scale factor) by the phase of its Fourier transform [ l ] , [2] .
The objective of this paper is to illustrate these conditions for
signal reconstruction through group delay functions
of a signal. Viewing the problem of signal reconstruction from this
angle suggests algorithms for implementing the reconstruction
as well. The key ideas used in our development are i) the relationbetweenthecepstralcoefficientsandthegroupdelay
functions of a signal, ii) group delay functions derivedseparately from the spectral magnitude and phase of a signal, and
iii) the relation between these group delay functions for certain types of signals.
Iterative techniques have been developed recently for reconstruction of a signal from its spectral magnitude or phase when
the signal satisfies certain conditions [ l ] , [2]. The unknown
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algorithmsandacombinationofiterativeandnoniterative
algorithms for signal reconstruction under a variety of conditions. We show that spectral magnitude and phase have different roles to play and that their relative importance in signal
reconstruction depends on the nature of the signal. For some
signals it is the magnitude that is important for signal reconstruction, and for some other signals it is the phase that is important. For some special types of signals we require partial
information about both the magnitude and phase, and for a
general signal, of course, we require both the spectral magnitude and phase for reconstructing the signal.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section I1 we
statetheproblemof
signal reconstruction. With a view to
make this paper reasonably self contained, we introduce in this
section the necessary terminology in signal processing relevant
to thispaper. In Section 111 the conditions for signal reconstruction are discussed in terms of group delay functions. The
algorithms for signal reconstructionare described in Section
IV. Some applications of these algorithms to practical signals
and their consequences are discussed in Section V. An explanation of the process of convergence in the existing iterative
reconstruction algorithms is discussed in Section VI.
Throughout this paper, the terms “magnitude” and “phase”
refer, respectively, to the magnitude and phase of the Fourier
transform of the signal. Likewise, theterms“poles”and
“zeros” refer to thepoles and zeros,respectively, ofthe z
transform of the signal sequence, and the term “unit circle” refers to the unit circle in the z plane.
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underwhich the signal {x(n)} can be reconstructedandobtain
algorithms
reconstructing
for the
signal.

11. PROBLEMOF SIGNALRECONSTRUCTION
AND
RELATED
TERMINOLOGY

A. The Problem of Signal Reconstruction from
B. Terminology
Spectral Magnitude or Phase
I ) Causulity: A signal {x(n)} is said to be causal if x(n) = 0
Let {x(n)} be a discrete time signal obtained by sampling a
for all negative values of n.
continuous time signal x(t). Further, let {x(n)} beoffinite
2 ) Unwrapped Phase Function: The frequency response of a
duration, i.e., x(n) = 0 outside the interval 0 < n < N - 1. The
signal {x(n)} can be represented as
process of sampling, truncation, and quantization, performed
~ ( 0
= Ix(w)/
)
eile(m)+2nh(w)J
(6)
in order t o render the signal amenable for digital processing,
involves some loss of information about thesignal.
where - x < 6 ( o ) < n,and h ( o ) is an integer such that [ 6 ( o ) +
Let X ( z ) be the z-transform of {x(n)}. Then
2nh(o)] is a continuous function of w . Then 6 ( o ) iscalled
N-1

X(z) =

x(n) z - ~ .

n =O

Restricting the z transformofthe sequence {x(n)} to be a
rational function yields a compact representation with fewer
coefficients, but this results in further loss of information. We
can express X ( z ) in the form

where A is a real constant, no is an integer, and D(z) and N(z)
are polynomials in z - l . The roots of the polynomialsD(z) and
N(z) are respectively the poles and zeros of X(z). The factor
Z-no represents a shift of no samples in the time domain and
contributes a linear phase component to the phase function.
Thus the pole zero locations of
X ( z ) in the z planespecify
{x(.)} to within a time shift and ascale factor.
The frequency response X(eiW) of {x(n)] is its z transform
evaluated on the unit circle. That is

and it can be represented by its magnitude andphase as

I

X(ejw) = J ~ ( w )

(4)

where IX(w)l represents the magnitude of X(eiw) and 6(w) is
its argument. In digital processing we deal only with samples
of thefrequencyresponsespecified
at discretefrequencies.
That is

X ( k ) = X ( e i W ) I w = 2 n kk, M
=O
, ,I;..,M-

1.

(5)

the principal phase value or the wrapped phase function and
[6(w) + 2nX(o)] is called the unwrapped phase function.
3 ) Zero PhaseSignal: The inverse Fouriertransform
of
IX(o)l gives a zero phase signal.
4 ) All-Pass Signal: The inverse Fourier transform of
gives an all-pass signal.
5 ) Minimum Phase Signal: In (2), if no = 0 and if all the
roots of N(z) and D(z) of X(z) are inside the unit circle, then
{x(.)} is said to be a minimum phasesignal.
6) Maximum Phase Signal: For a given no in (2), if all the
poles and zeros of X ( z ) lie outside the unit circle, then {x(n)}
i s said to be a maximum phase signal.
7) Mixed Phase Signal: For a given no in (2), if the poles
and zeros of X(z) lie both inside and outside the unit circle,
then {x(n)} is said to be a mixed phase signal.
8) Minimurn Phase Equivalent Signals:
a ) From Magnitude: For a given IX(w)l of {x(n)}, there
exists a unique phase function $(w)such that the inverse Fourier transformof / X ( o ) l e i @ ( w )is aminimumphase signal,
say {y(n)}. The signal {y(n)} is called theminimumphase
equivalent of {x(n)} derived fromthemagnitude.Thepoles
(zeros) of {xbn)} outside the unit circle are reflected as poles
(zeros) at conjugate reciprocal locations in {y(n)}.
b) From Phase: Let 6(w).be the phase function of {x(n)}
in which the linear phase component is removed. Then there
exists a uniq,ue magnitude function Y(w)I such that the inverse Fourier transform of Y(o)I eie(w) is a minimum phase
signal, say {y(n)}. The signal {y(n)} iscalled theminimum
phase equivalent of {x(n)} obtainedfromthephase.The
poles (zeros) of {x(n)} outside the unit circle are reflected as
zeros (poles) at conjugate reciprocal locations in {y(n)}.

\

I

Sampling X(eiw) results in some loss of information due to
aliasing in the time domain.
C. Relationship Between Spectral Magnitudeand
In the following discussion we assume that sampling in the Phase of a Minimum (or Maximum)
Phase Signal
time and frequency domains is done at sufficiently close inter- Through Cepstral Coefficients
vals so that {x(n)} can be accuratelyobtainedfrom
{X(k)}
Let the Fourier transform V(w) of a minimum phase signal
and viceversa,
i.e., there is no aliasing in eitherdomain.
{u(n)} be represented as
Throughout this paper, we use the function X ( o ) and X ( e i w )
ie,(w)
V(w)= V ( 4 l e
(7)
interchangeably, and we use the function X ( k ) to refer to the
sampled version of X(w). Likewise, for any other function of Then we can show that [SI
frequency such as ~ ( w )the
, notation ~ ( krefers
)
to its sampled
m
version.
In
= c(0)/2 +
c(n) cos nw
The problem in signal reconstruction is the following. Given
n=1
the samples of the spectral magnitude IX(k)l or the samples of
the phase 6(k) of a signal, one must determine the conditions and the unwrapped phase function

I

I v(w>I
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3,
m

e(w) = e&)

+ 2nX(o)

c(n) sin n o

=-

(9)

n=1

where {c(n)} are the cepstralcoefficients. A detailed discussion on the cepstrum and its properties can be found in
[6] .
Taking the derivative of (9) with respect to o,we get
m

e'(U)

nc(n) cos n o .

=-

(10)

n=1

From (8) and (9) we note that for a minimum phase signal, the
spectral magnitude and phase are related through the cepstral
coefficients. Further, the group delay functionT ( O ) (= -e'(o))
canbe obtained directly from the cepstral coefficients using
(10). For a maximum phase signal (8) is still valid, but (9) and
(10) are modified as follows:
m

e(w) = e&)

+ 2 n ~ ( o=)

c(n) sin n o

(1 1)

n=1
m

nc(n) cos n o .

#(a)=

(1 2)

n=1

1984

The methods to compute T , ( k ) and ~ , ( k )using an N-point
DFT are summarized below [7].
Computation of T,(k):
i) Let IX(k) k = 0 , 1 , * * N - 1 be the given spectral
magnitude samples.
ii) Obtain {c(n)) through the inverse DFT of (In X(k)l}.
iii) Form the sequence {g(n)},where

I,

I

g(0) = 0
g(n>= nc(n>,

n=1,2;..,N/2

g(n)=g(N-n),

n = N / 2 + l , N / 2 + 2 , . . . , N - 1.

iv) Obtain { T , ( k ) ) through DFT of {g(n)}.
Computation of Tp(k):
i) Obtainan
all-pass sequence {g(n)} fromthe
phasesamplesB(k),k=O, l , . * - , N -1.
ii) Form the sequence {h(n)},where

given

h(0) = 0
h(n) = ng(n),

n=O,l;.*,N/2

h(n)=(n-N)g(n),

n=N/2+1,N/2+2;.

iii) LettheDFT's
of {g(n)} and [h(n)] be
For mixed phase signals we do nothave relations of the form
{H(k)},
respectively.
(7)-(10) involving a single set of cepstral coefficients. We define two sets of cepstral coefficients {cl(n)} and { c 2 ( n ) } for
G ( k ) = G , ( k ) + j G z ( k ) , k = 0 , l ; . . , N - 1.
magnitude and phase functions separatelyas follows:
H ( k ) = H , ( k ) + j H z ( k ) , k = 0 , 1;'. , N - 1.
In

Ix(o)~

=c1(0)/2

m

+

c l ( n ) cos n o

(1 3)

n=1

T,(k)=Gl(k)H,(k)+Gz(k)Hz(k),

and
m

B,(o)

+ 2nX(w) = -

c2(n) sin n o

(14)

n=1

where (cl (n)} and {c2(n)} are the cepstral coefficients of the
minimum phase equivalent signals derived fromthespectral
magnitude and phase, respectively.

D. Group Delay Functions
Using (10) we can define
m

T,

nc ( n ) cos n o

(a)=

(15)

n=1

as thegroup
IX(o>l and

delay function derived fromthemagnitude
m

ncz(n)cos n o

.,(a) =

Then

(1 6 )

iZ=1

as the group delay function derived from the phase e,(w). It
may be noted that T,(o) and ~ ~ are
( 0
same
) as the group delay functions (in the sense usually defined in literature) of the
two minimum phase equivalent signals, one derived from the
magnitude and the other from phase, respectively. Moreover,
T,(w) is the usual group delay function of the original signal.
For a minimum phase signal {x(n)}, T,(o) = T,(w), and for a
maximum phase signal, T,(w) = -T,(w).

k = O , l , . . . , N - 1.

E. Characteristicsof r,(o) and T,(o)
In this section, we discuss the characteristics of T,(w) and
T,(o)
and their interrelationships for different types of
signals. The mean value of T,(LJ) corresponds to the logarithm
of the constant scale factor in the magnitude function and the
mean valueof T,(w) corresponds to the slope of thelinear
phase component in the phase function. In the following discussion we assume that both T , (w) and T ~ ( c have
~ )
zero mean
values.
1) Minimum Phase Signals: In Fig. 1 the group delay functions T,(o)
and T,(w) for three different cases of minimum
phase signals are shown. For these cases T,(w) = T,(w).
2 ) Maximum PhaseSignals: For a maximum phase signal,
the magnitude and phase functions are related in such a way
that T,(w) = - ~ ~ ( o
Also,
) . T,(w) for a maximum phase signal is the same as that for the corresponding minimumphase signal. From a maximum phase signal, the correspondingminimum phase signal can be derived by simply shifting the poles
and zeros outside the unit circle to their conjugate reciprocal
locations inside the circle. Hence, T,(w) foramaximum
phase signal exhibits the same behavior as shown in Fig. 1.
3) Mixed Phase Signals: A mixed phase signal can be thought
of as a convolution (in the time domain) of its minimum and
maximum phase components. Since convolution in the time
domain is equivalent to addition in the group delay domain,
the group delay functions of a mixed phase signal can be visualized as superposition of the group delay functions of its min-
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Fig, 1. Group delay functions T,(w) and T ~ ( w )for minimum phase
signals. (a) Signal has a real zero (or pole) at w = 0. (b) Signal has a
real zero (or pole) at w = n. (c) Signalhas a complex zero pair (or
pole pair) at w = wg.

imum phase and maximum phase components. The characteristics of ~ ~ (and0rP(w)
)
for various cases are shown in Fig. 2.
111. CONDITIONSFOR SIGNALRECONSTRUCTION
The problem of signal reconstruction from the spectral magnitude or phase can be examined on the basis of the characteristics of the group delay functionsr, (0)and rp(w)illustrated
in Section 11. It can be observed from Fig. 2 that, using rm(w)
alone, we cannot differentiate between a pole (zero) inside the
unit circle and a pole (zero) at a conjugate reciprocal location
outside the unit circle in the z plane. Likewise, using r P ( 0 )
alone, we cannot differentiate between a pole (zero) inside the
unit circle and a zero (pole) at conjugate reciprocal location
outsidethe unit circle.Theseambiguitiesare
resolved when
we are given both r,(o) and rp(w), which is equivalent to
saying that the spectral magnitude and phase together specify
the signal uniquely.
Since r, (a)
and r p ( o )are equivalent representations of the
spectralmagnitude
and phaserespectively,
theconditions
under which a signal can be reconstructed from magnitude (or
phase) can be stated in terms of the conditions under which
the signal is uniquely specified by r, (0)or rp(o). In the following discussion we assume that the signals have no poles or
zeros on the unit circle in the z plane. Further, we consider
only those signals for which the linear phase
component has
been removed from the phase function. Whenever a signal is
reconstructed from phase it is understood that the reconstruction is correct to within a scale factor.
The conditions for signal reconstruction are discussed below
with reference to the illustrations given in Table I.
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I ) Minimum Phase Condition: Theconditionthat
all the
poles and zeros of a signal are located inside the unit circle enables us to resolve the ambiguities discussed earlier for rm(w)
and r p ( o ) . Further, 7,(w) specifies r p ( o )uniquely and vice
versa since both are equal. Hence, a minimum phase signal can
be reconstructedcompletelyfromitsspectralmagnitudeor
phase.
2) Maximum Phase Condition: The condition that all the
poles and zeros of a signal are located outside the unit circle
enables us to specify the signal uniquely using r,(w) or ~ ~ ( 0 ) .
Further, r,(w) specifies T ~ ( wuniquely
)
and vice versa, since
r p ( o )= -r,(w). Hence, a maximum phase signal can be reconstructed completely from its spectral magnitude or phase.
3) Mixed Phase Signal with Poles Located Inside the Unit
Circle and Zeros Located Outside theUnit Circle: Since all the
poles of the signal are constrained to be inside the unit circle
and all its zeros outside, rm(w)specifies the signal uniquely,
provided there are no pole zero pairs occurring at conjugate reciprocallocations.Thislastcondition
is essentialbecausea
complexconjugatepolepair
anda complexconjugatezero
pair at reciprocal locations together give rise to a T,(o)
which
is zero at all frequencies, as seen in Fig. 2(g). The conditions
stated here are the same as those given in [ 1 , Theorem 71 . Signals satisfying these conditions cannot be reconstructed from
the phase because r p ( o )cannot differentiate between a zero
pair outside the unit circle and a pole pair inside the unit circle, occurring at reciprocal locations.
4 ) Mixed Phase Signal with Poles Located Outside the Unit
Circle and Zeros Located Inside the Unit Circle: For reasons
analogous to those discussed in 3), this signal can be reconstructedfromitsspectralmagnitudeprovidedthere
are no
pole zero pairs occurring at conjugate reciprocal locations [ 1,
Theorem 81.
5 ) All-Zero Mixed Phase Signals: Since from r, (0)we cannot distinguish between a zero pair inside and outside the unit
circle, we cannotreconstruct anall-zero mixed phase signal
fromitsspectralmagnitudealone.Suchanamgibuitydoes
not arise in r p ( o ) ,and hence we can reconstruct this signal
from its phase, provided there are no complex conjugate zeros
occurring at reciprocal locations. The latter condition ensures
that no cancellation occurs in rp(w)as in Fig. 2(e) [ l , Theorems 1 , 3 , 51 .
6 ) All-Pole Mixed Phase Signal: For reasons similar to those
discussed in S), these signals cannot be reconstructed from the
spectral magnitude. However, if there are no complex conjugate pole pairs occurring at reciprocal locations, we can reconstruct these signals from the phase [ 1, Theorems 2 , 4 , 6 ] .
7) Mixed Phase Signals with All Poles (Zeros) at Conjugate
Reciprocal Locations: These signals can be reconstructed from
thespectralmagnitudealone,making
use of thefact that
~ ~ =
( 00[Fig.
) 2(e) and 2(f)] .
8) Mixed Phase Signals with Pole Zero Pairs Occurring at
ConjugateReciprocal Locations: These signals can be reconstructedfromthe
phase alone,making use ofthefact
that
rm(w)= 0 [Fig. 2(g) and 2(h)] .
Examples of group delay functionsfor cases 1) to 8) are
shown in Table I.
In all the cases .discussed so far, we have considered only sig-
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;roup-delay from phase

acation of poles
Group-delay
from
Spectral magnitude
nd zeros
z
, lo)

zp(0)

a) Complex conjugate
pole pair inside
the unit circlm
b) Complex conjugate
pole pair outside
the unit circle

~~

c) Complex conjugate
zero pair inside
the unit circle

d) Complex conjugate
zero pair outside
the unit circle

e) Two complex conjugc
ate zero pairs at

T

fj

reciprocal location\
complex conjugate pole pairs at
reciprocal locations r,,,

m

p

~

z

TWO

0

g) A complex conjugate
pole pair inside the
unit circle and a
zero pair at the
reciprocal locations
h) A complex con’ugate
zero pair inside the
unit circle and a
complex conjugate
pole pair at the
reciprocal locations

Fig. 2. Group delay functions -rm(w)and ~ ~ ( for
w different
)
types of signals.

nalswhose poles or zeros occur in complex conjugate pairs.
However, the arguments are equally valid even for those signals
which have zeros (poles) occurring on the real axis. Further,
the conditions for signal reconstruction are independent of the
multiplicity of poles or zeros at a given location.
IV. ALGORITHMSFOR SIGNALRECONSTRUCTION
A . Review of Existing Algorithms
1) IterativeAlgorithms for Minimum PhaseSignals r2J:
These algorithms involve repeatedtransformationbetween
time and frequency domains, with the known constraints imposed in each iteration.
Let (x(n)} be the minimum phase signal to be reconstructed
fromits magnitude(phase) function,and let ( x j ( n ) >be its
estimate at the ith iteration. In thefrequencydomainthe
magnitude (phase) function of ( x j ( n ) }is replaced by the given
magnitude(phase)function.Thecausalitycondition
is imposed in thetimedomaintoobtainthe
( i -t 1)th estimate.
The causality condition implies setting the points outside the
interval 0 < n < N/2 to zero, where,N is the number of points
used for DFT. Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the algorithms for signal

reconstruction from magnitude and
phasefunctions,respectively. The signal used at the start of the iterations is usually a
zero phase signal in Fig. 3 and an all-pass signal in Fig. 4.
For. nonminimum phase signals, these iterativealgorithms
build up the. respective minimum phase equivalent signals.
2) Iterative Algorithm for Reconstruction of a Finite Duration Mixed Phase Signal from Phase Function 111: This algorithm is identical to the one described in Fig. 4, except that insteadofimposing the causality constraint, the known finite
duration constraint is imposed. Thus, in the time domain, if it
is known that the original signal is confined to the interval 0 <
n <M - 1, the points outside this interval
are set to zero as
illustrated in Fig. 5. Here the finite duration condition implies
thatthe signal canbe represented usingan all-zeromodel.
Thus, it comes under the category of signals described in 5) in
Section 111. It is interesting to note that if we employ the causality constraint as shown in Fig. 4 instead of the known finite
duration, we get the minimum phase equivalent signal derived
from the phase of the original signal.
3 ) Noniterative Algorithm for Minimum PhaseSignal Reconstruction [ 71: These algorithms, describedin
[7] , are
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TABLE I
TYPESOF SIGNALS
RECONSTRUCTABLE
WITH
Addftio?l81
information
spectral

PARTIAL INFORMATION WITH ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Croup-delay from
phase
-rb tw)

Croup-delay from
magnitude

t,w

Le fram

fag&
tude

Phasc

yes

yes

yes

yes

yea

no

phase:
pol08 outside
zero8 i m i d e

yes

no

outside the

no

yes

no

yes

yes

no

no

yes

iiF\r

?.Mixed

haaer
poles h d e C
seros outside
t h o unit c i r c l o
with no recipro
c.1 Dole-zero

.~
8

&d

,conetructi

I '

~

~

\I

unit c i r c l e

with no recipro
c a l zero p i r s

F. Mixed ham:
poles inside k
outside the
unit c i r c l e

C . Mixed phase:

reciprocal zero
pairs & reciprdrm
cal pole pairs

H . Mixed phases

pole-zero pairs

_.

1

Case A: Poles at 0.8 exp ( t j 6 0 " ) ;zeros at 0.866 exp (+j30").
Case B: Poles at 1.25 exp ( t j 6 0 " ) ;zeros at 1.155 exp (ij30").
Case C: Poles at 0.8 exp ( t j 6 0 " ) ;zeros at 1.155 exp (+j30").
Case D: Poles at 1.155 exp ( l j 3 0 " ) ; zeros at 0.8 exp (+j6Oo).
Case E: Zerosat 0.8 exp ( i j 6 0 " ) and 1.155 exp ( + j 3 0 ° ) .
Case F: Poles at 0.8 exp (+j60")and 1.155 exp ( t j 3 0 " ) .
Case G : Poles at 0.866 exp (tj30")and 1.155 exp ( + j 3 O o ) and zeros
at 0.8 exp (kj60") and 1.25 exp ( i j 6 0 " ) .
Case H : Poles at 0.866 exp (tj30")and 1.25 exp ( t j 6 0 " ) and zeros at
1.155 exp ( t j 3 0 " ) and 0.8 exp ( t j 6 0 " ) .

shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The reconstruction from magnitude
(Fig. 6) involves computation of the cepstral coefficients first,
and then the phase function from the odd symmetricsequence
of the cepstral coefficients. From the given magnitude and reconstructed phase, the original minimum phasesignal can be
obtained through the inverse DFT. Thereconstructionfrom
the phase (Fig. 7) involves the computation of cepstral coeffi-

cientsthrough ~ ~ (first,
k )andthenthemagnitudefunction
from the even symmetric sequence of the cepstral coefficients.
It is interesting to note that the first part of the algorithm,
namely computation of cepstral coefficients, suggests a method
of obtaining unwrapped phase from the given principal value
of the phase function [7]. The unwrapped phase is obtained
from the odd symmetric sequence of the cepstral coefficients
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2 ) Maximum Phase Signal: Thenoniterativealgorithms
given in Figs. 6 and 7 can be used for maximum phase signals
with the modification that the sign of the phase 8,(k) in Fig. 6
IX[kllrjel+7ik1
and the sign of ~ ~ (in kFig.
) 7 should be reversed to obtain the
correct group delay relations. Since in practice signals do not
N-Paint I D F T
have poles outside the unit circle, we consider an all-zero maxi~Xi+,ik)~~Xik~l~
1.1, 3.79, -5.5, 42.05, -39.6,
mumphasesequence(-1.0,
h
43.56)
forillustration.Inthis
case also, the signal reconx i (n)
lXi+,lkllei’%+*ikl
structed from magnitude or phase is the same as the original
signal.
IMPOSE CAUSALITY
I.P.,
N-Point OFT
3) Mixed Phase Signal with Poles Inside and Zeros Outside
x i + , ( n l = x i ~ n ~ , f oosns?
r
= 0 , otherwise
the Unit Circle: For a mixed phase signal with poles inside and
zeros outside the unit circle, the procedure for
signal reconstructionfromitsspectralmagnitudefunctionis
as follows
1’ x i + , i n )
(Fig. 8):
1:ig. 3. Iterative algorithm to reconstruct minimum phase signal from
i) Using the noniterative algorithm of Fig. 6, obtain the
its spectral magnitude function.
phase of the minimum phase equivalent of the original signal
from the given spectral magnitude function.
ii) Using the abovephase function and a finite duration
constraint in the iterative techniques
of Fig. 5, obtain an allzero
signal.
It
may
be
noted
that,
for
convenience
of applying
\Xi+, I k l I ejexik
the finite duration constraint, a linear phase function should
be added to the phase function obtained in step i) so that the
Ik)
ei+,l k)-%
N-Point IO F T
all-zero signal is confined to the interval 0 < 17 <M - 1. The
value of time shift no for this linear phase is equal to the number of poles in the original signal. The duration M is equal to
x i In1
the total number of poles and zeros in the original signal, plus
1
one.
IMPOSE
CAUSALITY
1..
N-Point DFT
iii) Using the magnitude function of this all-zero signal in
xi+,ln)=xiin), for O S n <
?”,
= O w otherwise
the noniterative technique of Fig. 6, obtain the phase function
8 ( k ) of its minimum phase equivalent.
iv) The phase of the original signal is given by -B(k). This
7 xi,,[n)
can be proven as follows.
In the all-zero signal obtained in step ii), thepoles of the
Fig. 4. iterative algorithm to reconstruct minimum phase signal from
original signal have been reflected as zeros at conjugate recipits phase function.
rocal locations outside the unit circle. Let ~ ~ , (and
k )~ ~ ~ (
be
the
group
delay
functions
obtained
from
the
spectral
magthrough DFT. This
phase unwrapping algorithm does not renitudes
of
the
original
signal
and
from
the
all-zero
signal
obcover the linearand constant phase components.The algotained in step ii), respectively. Then the maximum phase comrithm is applicable for mixed phase signals also.
From the discussion of the existing algorithms for signal re- ponent of ~ , , ( k ) (corresponding tozeros of the original
construction it is clear that noniterativetechniques given in signal) is given as
[7] canbe effectively used for minimum phase signal recon[rmI (k)] max phase = (TmL ( k ) Tm2(k))/2
(17)
struction, and one need not always resort to the iterative techniques given in [ 2 ] . Iterativetechniques are definitely useful and the minimum phase component of r, ( k ) (corresponding
for the reconstruction of finite duration mixed
phase signals to poles of tKe original signal) is given as
from phase.
[ T m 1 (k)lmin phase = (Tm1 (k)(1 8)
I

t

’

I

f

E. Reconstruction Algorilhnzsfor Different Types
of Sigtzals Listed in Table 1
Here we develop the algorithms for signal reconstruction for
thedifferenttypesof
signals givenin Table I in terms of
known iterative and noniterative techniques.
In all these cases
we assume that the number of DFT points ( N ) is sufficiently
large, so that aliasing effects are negligible. In our illustrative
examples we have used IV=256.
1) Minimum Phase Sigtzal: The noniterative algorithms given
in Figs. 6 and 7 can be applied for reconstruction of minimum
phase signals from spectral magnitude and phase, respectively.
For the example given for case A in Table I , reconstructed signals are the same as the original.

Since the original signal is a convolution of its minimum and
maximum phase components, the group delay from phaseof
the original signal is given by
T p l ( k )= [ T p l

(k)lmin phase
- [Tm 1 (k)l min phase

-

(k)l max phase
[Tm I (k)l max phase

,7 I ( k ) - T m 2 ( k ) -~
T m I ( k ) -t Tm2 ( k )
- --

2
= -Tm2(k).

2
(1 9)

This shows that the phase of the original signal and the phase
of theminimum phase equivalent of the all-zero signal are
equal and opposite.
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rv
IMPOSE
FINITE
DURATION
CONSTRAINT

1%

OCnd M - I
= 0,otherwise

~ + , ( n ) =x ; ( n ) , f o r

J

N-Point

OFT

xi+,Inl

Fig. 5. Iterative algorithm to reconstruct a finite duration mixed phase signal from its phase function.

4 ) Mixed Phase Signal with Poles Outside and Zeros Inside
the Unit Circle: Reconstructionfromspectralmagnitude
in
this case can be done in exactly the same manner as in the previous case, except that the phase obtained in step iii) itself
In
gives the phase of the original signal. Thus, the inverse Fourier
I n IX Ikll
transform of IX(k)l eje@) in Fig. 8 yields the original signal
{x(n)}. This is onlyahypothetical case, since signals with
N - P o i n It D F T
poles outside the unit circle capnot be represented and handled
through DFT.
c e (nl
5 ) Mixed Phase All-Zero Signal: A finitedurationmixed
Form the Odd S y m m e t r i c Sequence C I n )
phase signal is an example of this category. The signal can be
c o
reconstructedfromits
phase by the iterativetechnique [ l ]
coin) = 0 , for n = O
= c,ln), for O c n c Y
given
in
Fig.
5
.
The
all-zero
signal for case E in Table I is con2
:-c,tn),for
nSN-1
2
sidered for illustration. The reconstructed signals for different
iterations are shown in Table11.
co( n)
6 ) Mixed Phase All-Pole Signal: Reconstruction of all-pole
N- P o i n tD F T
mixed phase signal from phase can be done as follows. i) Obtain a new phase
function by changing the sign of the given
jex(k1
phase function. ii) Use this phase in the iterative algorithm in
Fig. 5 to obtain a spectral magnitude function. The finite duejBx(k)
IXlk)l
ration to be used in this case is the duration of the convoluX (kl
tional inverse of the original signal. iii) The reciprocal of the
spectral magnitude function gives the spectral magnitude funcN-Point I D F T
tion of the original signal.
7) Mixed Phase Signalwith Conjugate ReciprocalPole
(Zero)
x In1
Pairs: For this type of signal, T ~ ( w=) 0. Therefore, the origiFig. 6. Noniterative algorithm to reconstruct a minimum phase signal nal signal is the zerophase signal obtained from the given magfrom its spectral magnitude function.
nitude function.
8 ) Mixed Phase Signal with Conjugate Reciprocal Pole-Zero
Pairs: For this type of signal T,(o) = 0. Therefore, the origiFor the example given in case C in Table I, the original sig- nal signal is the all-pass signal obtained from the given phase
nal and the signal reconstructed from its spectral magnitude
function.
using theabovealgorithm
were found to be identical.The
In the illustrative examples for signal'reconstruction we have
accuracyofreconstructionthroughthisalgorithmdepends
considered so far, the original signal had poles or zeros occurupon the accuracy of the iterative algorithm of Fig. 5. In our ring only in complex conjugate pairs. However, the algorithms
example, 100 iterations were used for the iterative stage of the are applicable even when the signal has zeros or poles on the
algorithm.
real axis, or if there are multiple poles or zeros. Also, the presG i v e n Magnitude
Function
IX ( k ) I

I

1

I

I

I

1
1
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EXPONENTIATION
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compute

Xalk) = GI f k l + j G z l k 1
= Cos 0,lkl + jSin B,lkl

I

N

- Point

minimum
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1 D FT
xalnl

y ( n l =n x , I n ) ,f o r
I

@ ( k I , Phase of minimumphase
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Fig. 6
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signol

-

ce (01 = 0

e l k ] , Phase of minimumphase

Ce I n 1 = p l n l / n , for O < n s N/2
3 C,IN-n),for
N/Z<nQN-l

equivalent o f

All-Zero signal

t

I

Ce(nl
N-Point

of

compute
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OFT
lnlX(kl/

EXPONENTIATION
IXlkll

.

I
Fig. 8. Algorithm to reconstruct a mixed phase signal (with poles inside
and zeros outside the unitcircle) from its spectral magnitude.

N - P o i n tI D F T

Fig. 7. Noniterative algorithm to reconstruct a minimum phase
{x(.)} from its phase function.

signal

ence of more than one pole or zero or both at the
same frequency does not impose any limitation on these algorithms.
Examples of such signals for which the signal reconstruction
algorithms were verified are given below.
i) The signal sequence (1, - 1.6, 0.55) is a mixed phase
all-zero sequence with two zeros on the real axis, one outside
the unit circle, and one inside the unit circle, i.e., it has both
the zeros at the same frequency. This signal was reconstructed
from phase using the iterative technique given in Fig. 5.
ii) The signal sequence (1, - 1.6, 1.92, - 1.024, 0.4096)
which is a minimum phase signal having double zeros at z =
0.8 e'i6o" was reconstructed from magnitude as well as from
phase using the noniterative algorithms given in Figs. 6 and 7,
respectively.
iii) The signal having a pole at z = 0.5 and a zero at z = 0.9
was reconstructed from magnitude as well as from phase by
the noniterative algorithms given in Fig. 6 and 7, respectively.
This signal has a pole and zero at the same frequency.

V. RECONSTRUCTION
OF PRACTICAL
SIGNALS
In the preceding sections we havediscussed the theoretical
basis for signal reconstruction and illustrated the reconstructionalgorithms for some synthetic examples. In this section
we consider application of these algorithms for practical
signals. In order to reconstruct a signal from magnitude or phase,
one should have some knowledge of the nature of the signal so
thatappropriate
algorithms can
be
applied. We consider
speech signals and picture signals for illustration.
Speech is produced as a result of excitationof the vocal tract
system by quasiperiodic glottal pulses or by noise excitation or
a combination of both. Therefore it is reasonable to assume
that speech belongs to the minimum phase category, i.e., case
A in Table I and/or to the mixed phase category, i.e., case C in
Table I. From a perceptual angle, the spectral magnitude information is more important than the phase information, and
hence reconstructing a speech signal using the algorithms corresponding to case A or case C preserves the necessary informationfor speechintelligibility.Reconstructionfrom
phase
alone, however, yields a magnitude function that has peaks at
the frequencies of zeros outside the unit circle. Thus, a zero
outside the unit circle will be represented as a pole in the mag-
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ITERATIVERECONSTRUCTION

TABLE I1
OF A MIXEDPHASE
ALL-ZERO SIGNAL
x(0)

0

iterations
S i g n a lr e c o n s t r u c t e d from
phase a f t e r

I

x(3)

-2.8

3.5733

-2.3467

-1.7543
.

3.2337

iterations

.0227

-2.9170

3.8143

-1.6104

-6746

5 0 1

iterations.

.9855

-2.8020

3.5733

-2.3416

.a433

100
iterations

I

.9998

-2.8000

3.5733
.

-2.3468

-8533

-.8537

x(l)

x(4)

x(2)

1 .o

ORIGINAL SIGNAL

619

-.

,3970

-8533

1.0018

Fig. 1 l(b) shows a blurred image obtained by low-pass filternitude of the reconstructedsignal, which is definitely unacceptable from a perceptual point of view. On the other hand, the ing the image in Fig. ll(a) withalinearphasefilter.The
only error that occurs in the reconstruction from spectral mag- phase only reconstruction of this image is shown in Fig. 1l(c).
nitude of a speech signal is that the phase components corre- With successive iterationsthereconstructed
image does not
sponding to themaximumphasezerosarechanged
in sign, converge to the image in Fig. 1 l(b). This is due to the fact
which may affect the tonal quality, but not the intelligibility. that changes in the spectral magnitude caused by the low-pass
Fig. 9 shows cepstrally smoothed log magnitude and group
filtering do not affect the phase and the phase only reconstrucdelayfunctions 7,(a) and .,(a) for two consecutive seg- tion ignores the linear phase factor.
ments (each 6.4 ms) of voiced speech. It can be seen that the
Fig. 12(b) shows a noisy image obtained by adding noise to
features of the log magnitude function that exist in7, (w) are thepicturein
Fig. 12(a). Thephaseonlyreconstruction
is
absentin ~ ~ ( 0Specifically,
) .
T,(o)
haspeaks and valleys shown in Fig. 12(c). With successive iterationsthereconcorresponding to peaks and valleys of the log magnitude func- structed image converges to thenoisyimagein
Fig. 12(b).
tion, whereas T ~ ( W exhibits
)
peaks at some frequencies where This is because additive noise affects the phase, and hence afthereare valleys in the log magnitudefunction.Hence,for
fects the image reconstructed from phase.
spectrographicdisplays,whichrepresentthe
log magnitude
Fig. 13 illustrates an attempt to reconstruct the image from
function in successive time frames, it is the magnitude func- thespectralmagnitudefunction.The
image in Fig. 13(b) is
tion that is more important.
constructedfromthe
spectralmagnitudeof
Fig. 13(a) and
Picture signals withfinitesupport(the
two-dimensional zero phase. If we use an iterative technique to reconstruct the
equivalent of finite duration) may be included in the category image from its spectral magnitude, imposing a finite support
ofall-zero signals, i.e., case E in Table I. We noticeforthis
constraint, we obtain the minimumphaseequivalentof
the
case that there is ambiguity in the group delay function deoriginal image, i.e., the maximum phase zeros of the original
rived from the magnitude due to presence of zeros outside and image get reflected to the reciprocal locations inside the unit
inside the unit circle. This ambiguity is absent in the group de- circle.This is equivalent to convolvingtheminimumphase
component of the original image with the inverted version of
lay function derived from the phase function. This makes it
possible for finite support picture
signals to be reconstructed themaximumphasecomponentwhichyieldsaconfusing
image as shown in Fig. 13(c).
fromonlythe phasefunction [3], [4]. On theotherhand,
for reconstruction of such sequences from the magnitude funcVI. CONVERGENCE
PROCESSIN ITERATIVE
tion, we need additional information such as one bit of phase
RECONSTRUCTION
ALGORITHMS
[3], [8] or the boundary conditions
of the signal [9] to reGroup delay functions suggest an interesting explanation for
solve theambiguitycaused
by thesimultaneouspresenceof
minimum phase and maximum phase zeros.
theprocess
of convergence of theiterativealgorithmsdeAn example of picture signal reconstruction from the phase scribed in Section IV. Consider a signal having a complex confunction can be seen in Fig. 10. Fig. lO(a) shows the original jugate zero pair inside the unit circle at
a frequency location
picture and Fig. 10(b) is the all-pass signal obtainedfrom
A , and a complex conjugate zero pair outside the unit circle at
phase function. Fig. 1O(c) and 10(d) shows the reconstructed
a frequency location B. The group delay functions ~ ~ (and
0 )
images after 10 and 50 iterations,respectively.Thecon~,(w) for this signal are shown in Fig. 14(a). The figure also
straints used in the spatial domain are i) finite support and ii) shows the group delay functions ~ , ~ i ~ ( and
a ) T , ~ ~ ~ (of
w)
limited dynamic range (i.e., the pixel values are constrained to the minimum and maximum phase components of the signal,
be between a minimum which
is generally zero, and a maxi- where
mum which is generally 255 for an 8 bit/pixel representation).
7, m in (a)
= [ ~ r (a)
n + 7p(0)1/2
(20)
The clarity of the reconstructed image improves significantly
with iterations.
7, m a x ( a ) = [7rn(a)- 7p(0)1/2*
(21)
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Fig. 9. Cepstrally smoothed log spectrum and group delay functions ~ ~ ( n ( and
w ) T ~ ( Wfor
)
two consecutive segments (each
6.4 ms) of voiced speech. (a) Segment 1. (b) Segment 2.

(a)

(b)

(C)

Fig. 11. Result of iterative,phase onlyreconstructionof
ablurred
image. (a) Original image. (b) Blurred image obtained by low-pass filtering the image in Fig. ll(a). (c) Reconstruction from the phase of
the blurred image in Fig. 11(b) after 50 iterations.

(a)

(b)

CC)

Fig. 13.Reconstruction of an image signal from spectralmagnitude
function. (a) Original image. (b) Zero phase image with the spectral
magnitude of the image in Fig. 13(a).(c) Image obtained after 10
iterations.
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t

Fig. 14. Group delay functions illustrating the convergence process of iterative reconstruction algorithms. (a) For a mixed
phase all-zero signal. (b) For the all-passsignal of Fig. 14(a). (c) For thesignal after one iteration. (d) For the signal
after two iterations.

a negative peak at w = A and o = B and, in r m m a X ( u ) , there is a zero pair at w = C close to
thespuriouspolepair
at w = A . Thus,spuriouspoles have
To start with, we obtain an all-pass signal using the phase beencreatedonce again, but this timetheireffect is partly
countered by additional zeros at nearby frequency locations.
functionofthe
original signal. Thegroupdelayfunction
T,(w) of this all-pass signal is zero, and the groupdelay func- Truncation of this signal yields an all-zero signal, whose zeros
tions T , , ~ ~ ( u ) and
which
are
obtained using (20) are located at frequencies E and F, which are closer to those of
and (21) are equal and opposite, as illustrated in Fig. 14(b). It the original signal than C and D. Thus in each iteration, truncan beseen that apart from the zeros of the
originxl signal, cation moves the locations of zeros towards the correctvalues,
spurious poles have been created at the reciprocallocations and simultaneously they try to reduce the effect of the spuricorresponding to zeros at o = A and o = B. Truncation of ous poles more effectively. After a large number of iterations,
this all-pass signal to the correct duration gives an all-zero sig- T, (w) reaches the true value given in Fig. 14(a).
nal which has a r,(o) as shown in Fig. 14(c). The frequencies
Analogously, we can explain the convergence mechanism of
of zeros, i.e., C and D of this signal, are slightly offset from the iterative technique for minimum phase signals, where the
those of theoriginal signal (i.e., A and B).
causality constraint is imposed on thesignal at each iteration.
As a consequence, if we remove the linear phase component
Combining the spectral magnitude of the truncated all-pass
signal with the original phase, we can obtain the signal of the from the phase of an all-zero mixed phase signal and use it in
the iterative algorithm using the causality constraint, we obseconditeration.The
gray delay functions T , ~ ~ ~ ( and
W )
~ ~ ~ of ~its minimum
~ ( and
w maximum
)
phase components tain the minimum phase equivalent of the original signal. Conphase term tothe
are shown in Fig.14(c). The figure shows that in T , ~ ~ ~ ( U )versely, if we addanappropriatelinear
there is a zero pair at w = D close to the spurious pole pair at phase of a pole zero minimum phase signal and use it in the
As expected

T , , ~ ~ ( u ) has

r, max(w)has a negative peak at w = B.
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iterative technique, employing an appropriate finite duration
constraint, we obtain an equivalent finite duration
signal, in
which the poles of the original signal are reflected as zeros at
the conjugate reciprocal locations outside the unit circle.

VII. SUMMARY
AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have attempted to unify the problems of
signal reconstruction from spectral magnitude function alone
and from phase function alone through the use of group delay
functions. The conditions obtained for
signal reconstruction
are essentially a restatement of the conditions embodied in the
theorems in [l] . However, the interpretation of the theorems
in the group delay domain leads to a better conceptual understanding of the duality between spectral magnitude and phase
information in signals, and provides the basis for some reconstruction algorithms.
We have reviewed the existing algorithms for reconstruction
from spectral magnitude or phase of a minimum phase signal
and the algorithm for reconstruction from phase of a mixed
phase all-zero signal. We have observed that one need not resort to the iterative techniques in the case of minimum phase
signals, since noniterative techniques can be used with advantage. Using a combination of iterative and noniterative techniques, we have developed an algorithm for reconstruction of a
mixedphase signal from its spectral magnitude.
These ideas
can be appliedforpolezerodecomposition
or minimummaximum phase decomposition of asignal in certain cases.
Based on the conditions for signal reconstruction, we have
observed that the relative importance of spectralmagnitude
and phase information in signals depends on the nature of the
signal. We have demonstrated that phase information is more
important for a picture signal, whereas for speech signals the
short term spectral magnitude information is more important.
These results show that one cannot say that phase is more important than spectral magnitude in all cases [4].
To justify the importance of phase, it
was argued [4] that
the number of bits required to code the phase would be more
than that required to code the spectral magnitude for a given
mean-square error. This argument may not be valid for a general signal due to the duality we noticed between magnitude
and phase information, as seen in the group delay domain. The
shapes of the functions .rm(o)
and .rp(w)suggest that both of
the functions may require the same number of bits for coding.
Through group delay functions we have been able to provide
anexplanationfortheconvergenceprocess
in theiterative
algorithms for signal reconstruction.
We have discussed algorithms for reconstruction from spectral magnitude or phase for signals which satisfy the conditions
stipulated for reconstruction. The additional information required to handle practical data depends on our knowledge of
the signal being reconstructed.Moreover,suchknowledgeis
mainly signal dependent and hence cannot be generalized for
all problems. One effort in this direction is the reconstruction
of all-zero mixed phase signals from spectral magnitude with
the additional information of one bit phase [3] , [8] or the
boundary values [ 9 ] . This additional information for images
resolves the ambiguity in themagnitudefunctionbetween

3, JUNE 1984

the minimum phase and maximum phase zeros under certain
conditions.
Otherinterestingtopicsforfurtherinvestigationarepolezero decomposition [ 101 and minimum-maximum phase component decomposition suggested by the group delay functions.
This may be eventually lead to very effective algorithms for reconstruction of signals with partial information.
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High Quality Synthesis of Musical Voices in
Discrete Time

Absiruct-Anewtechnique
for high quality synthesesof musical harmonically-richexcitation
signals. To simplify the implevoices (instruments) is presented. It is a harmonic synthesis method mentation, theseexcitation
signals aretypicallyrectangular
based o n weighted window function-“pulse” sequences. The technique
pulse trains. The sole difference between these
signals is their
eliminates the problem of aliasing in its discrete-time implementation.
respective
frequencies:
each
signal
renders
a
distinct
octave of
High fidelity emulations of “natural” instruments
are achieved at a
the
desired
fundamental
frequency.
Organ
engineers
comgreatly reduced cost in multiplies per sample time. In addition, param.
eter update rates can be as much as an order of magnitude lower than monly refer to these signals as various “footages” of the same
those required by competing methods.
basicfrequency.Forexample,four
rectangularpulsetrains

I. INTRODUCTION
DVANCES in solid state circuits have caused increasing
attention to be given to the application of digital techniques to many signal processingtasks.Amongthese
is the
generation of musicalsounds. Of particularinterestinthis
paper are the real-time applications that could be made in electronicorgans.Thesemachines
are sold forhome,theatre,
church, or professional use, and occupy the $500 to $40 000
price range. Analog processing methods still dominate this industry, and subtractive synthesis is the algorithm most commonly used to render the wide range of complex voices which
these machines are capable of sounding. Subtractive synthesis
withintheseorgansbeginswiththeproductionof
several

A
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may be produced:the 16’, 8’, 4’, and 2‘ versionsare most
common. If heard separately, these would sound at one, two,
four and eight times the desired fundamental frequency, respectively.Theseseparatefootageversionswould
then be
“mixed-down” to a single channel,witheachfootage
being
independentlyweightedprior
to contributing tothe sum.
Overall,thisprocedureappliesacoarse
harmonic weighting
that is appropriate to the instrument or sound being emulated.
After this, all simultaneously sounding frequencies (notes) are
summed and passed to a fixed formant (voicing) filter. Here,
emphasis is applied to the sound components solely on the
basis of their frequencies rather than their harmonic numbers.
When considering the implementation of electronic organs
in digital hardware, a first thought is to transcribe subtractive
syntheses into the digital world, and this is how our work in
thisareaoriginally
began. However, as our initialthoughts
weredeveloped and extended to allow increasinglyaccurate
simulationsofnaturalinstruments,
it becameclear that our
approachhad evolved intoa new form of “wavefonnsynthesis.” This new method is powerfulenough to yield very
convincing emulations of existing sounds as well as to render
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